Abstract: The contamination seriousness level in the working condition of transformers turns into the most critical factor in deciding the protection level of bushings. Flashover because of contamination on bushings makes a noteworthy danger the unwavering quality of the transformers and power framework arrange as well. In order to reduce the pollution flashover of bushings, the silicon grease coating is applied on the surface of bushings. Then, silicon grease coated and non-coated the bushings are polluted with Nacl and Kaolin blend using brushing method. After dried, breakdown voltage of polluted bushings is measured as per standard and the statistical analysis has been carried out to understand the performance of bushings under polluted environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Flashover on bushings due to the contaminants accumulated on the surface poses a hazard to the reliability of power system network. Bushings are utilized to conduct the electrical energy through enclosures of an electrical apparatus like transformers, circuit breakers, power capacitors and shunt reactors. Failures in these bushings caused due to pollution flashover, loosening of conductors, insulation failure, insulation deterioration due to oxidation and inadequate or improper maintenance [1]. The failure of bushings causes, loss of income, increase in outage time, cost of finance for repairing and have severe effects on the operation of power system network [2]. From the transformer failure analysis, around 10% of failures in transformers are caused by damages or breakdown in bushings which consecutively leads to catastrophic failures [3].

In general, bushings are made up of porcelain material, perform excellently and defy environmental aging [4]. Notwithstanding that, it has better mechanical quality and brilliant opposition than material debasement brought about by electrical anxieties and releases. Be that as it may, it endures because of hydrophilic surface properties i.e., water can without much of a stretch structure a constant conductive endures due to hydrophilic surface properties of bushings protective coatings are contamination seriousness. To enhance the hydrophobic surface properties of bushings protective coatings are applied. This coating is for inhibiting the formation of dry band formation. Various coatings had been utilized in earthenware bushings like paints, polishes, waxes and varnishes. However, their use is confined as a result of washing impact by expelling the contamination layer before it has aggregated to a basic level [6].

In order to improve the performance of bushings under polluted conditions, diminish surface leakage current and cut down the flashover occurrence on existing and installed bushings coatings are used [7]. This training is especially reasonable for bushings introduced at substations with contamination seriousness. To enhance the hydrophobic surface properties of bushings protective coatings are applied. This coating is for inhibiting the formation of dry band formation. Various coatings had been utilized in earthenware bushings like paints, polishes, waxes and varnishes. However, their use is confined as a result of worries over their long haul execution. These coating can easily be wet out as like as porcelain insulators and there will be a chance to damage by corona discharges [8]. Notwithstanding that, when presented to natural anxieties like corona releases and UV, these coatings are easily loss hydrophobicity. For getting higher hydrophobicity, to reduce the formation of dry band layer, to reduce the leakage current flow and to reduce the deterioration in bushings performance silicon greases are used for coating [9].Greases have been an accepted method and for minimizing contamination flashover. Silicone greases are composed of fumed silica and oil. Silicon greases maintains the viscosity with the hotness of -50°C to +200°C and won’t dissolve since it can be used under all climate conditions [10].
Weibull distribution statistics technique is the universally admitted and successful technique used for mathematical modeling to forecast the failure rate of any apparatus using bathtub curve [11]. The failure rate of engineering products is not constant with respect to time. A bathtub curve is a universally valid technique to examine the failure probability of a product and it's classified into three stages [12]. Early, random and wear out failure stage. In early failure stage, fabrication and installation errors or defects in the apparatus causes failure. In random stage, failure rate is low and stable and in wear out stage, failure rate increases with respect to aging. This wear out stage pointed out the equipments end of life and hence preventive alternate is necessary [13]. This work investigates the performance of bushings with and without polluting agents is measured using ESDD.

II. TEST EQUIPMENT, SPECIMENS AND PROCEDURES

2.1. Test Equipment

The artificial pollution tests have been carried out in an artificial climate chamber. The test power is supplied with 100 kV test transformer. Both the AC and DC supply can be supplied for the pollution tests. In this work, the pollution tests have been carried using AC supply alone. The chamber made up of transparent fiber glass container. The test setup having coupling capacitance, high voltage tests transformer, and artificial climate chamber. The rated voltage of the transformer is 2×0.22 / 100 / 0.22 kV, rated current 2×22.8 / 0.1A, rated output is 10kVA. The test power supply satisfies the requirement recommended by IEC 60507.

2.2. Sample preparation

Prior to start the pollution performance test, bushings are cleaned carefully with distilled water so that the fine dusts and old greases are removed from the surface. Then, the test samples are dried naturally under sunlight. Consecutively, silicon grease is applied on the surface of the bushings uniformly by using brushing or spraying methods [14].

The silicon grease coated bushings are polluted with different ratio using brushing method. Here, Nacl and kaolin are used as polluting agents. By blending the Nacl and kaolin at various combinations pollution samples are prepared and applied on the surface of the bushings as shown in Table 1. After applying pollution on the surface, the bushings are allowed to dry before the conduction of pollution performance test. The degree of pollution severity of soluble agents is measured using ESDD.

After the completion of BDV test, the polluted bushings are dried under sunlight and dried Nacl and kaolin are collected from the surface of the bushings separately. The collected samples are dissolved in 100ml of distilled water and the conductivity of the salt samples using conductivity measuring instrument.

### Table 1: ESDD values for different pollution levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount of Nacl (gm)</th>
<th>Amount of kaolin (gm)</th>
<th>ESDD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.3796</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION

The breakdown voltage of bushings is measured as per the standard. The polluted non-coated and coated bushings are placed inside the artificial climate chamber. A step input voltage is applied on the bushings and at a particular voltage breakdown occurs and this voltage is called as breakdown voltage. This measurement is carried out with 20 breakdown voltage data for acquiring the distribution scattering. Between each measurements 15 minutes of time interval is provided to avoid early breakdown due to the ionized are around the bushing.

### Table 2: Statistical data of breakdown voltage of bushings for various ESDD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESDD</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Mean BDV (kV)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (kV)</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Minimum BDV (kV)</th>
<th>Maximum BDV (kV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>Non-coated</td>
<td>0.3796</td>
<td>0.0928</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0254</td>
<td>Coated</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3796</td>
<td>Non-coated</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.3796</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3796</td>
<td>Coated</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
<td>0.3796</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Histogram of breakdown voltage of bushings with various ESDD levels are obtained from the data collected through the experiments mentioned early and shown in Fig. 1-4. From the histogram, various parameters like mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and maximum and minimum values are determined for analysis.

**Table 1**

**Table 2**

**Fig.1:** Breakdown voltage of 11kV bushing with ESDD 0.0063 (a) Non-coated and (b) Coated
By looking over Table 2, it’s inferred that, mean BDV of non-coated bushings have lesser BDV compared to silicon grease coated bushings and the standard deviation is also with the limit. It clearly shows that, silicon grease coated bushings performed well in polluted environment by vanquishing the spillage current and decreasing the dispersal over the outside of the bushing. The adequacy of the oil covering is relies upon number of variables, for example, covering thickness, uniformity, contamination harshness.

With the increase in pollution level (ESDD values) BDV of all the bushings gets reduced. The increased ESDD values increases the leakage current, thereby surface conductivity of the bushings gets increased.
From the histogram, it’s able to know that whether the data are symmetric or asymmetric. For this, skewness and kurtosis values are used to determine the position of centre of distribution curve. For normal distribution curve, some assumptions are made; the values of skewness and kurtosis are 0 and 3 respectively. But in practical case it’s quite difficult to attain exact normal distribution curve. The experimentally attained skewness and kurtosis values are somewhat closer to the assumed values. Therefore all the bushings almost follow the normal distribution curve.

IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: RESULTS

The Weibull distribution plot is drawn between probability of failure and breakdown voltage. At the 63.2% of failure, breakdown voltage of silicon grease coated bushings is high compared with non-coated bushings.
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Fig. 5: Failure probability of breakdown voltage of bushings with various ESDD
(a) 0.0063, (b) 0.0232, (c) 0.0928 and (d) 0.3796

Fig. 5 (a - d) shows the Weibull distribution plot, which is used for modeling the distribution. The mean breakdown voltage of coated bushings is higher than non-coated bushings. Moreover, the lowest breakdown voltage of coated bushings is not lower than that of non-coated bushings.

V. CONCLUSION

The performance of bushings with pollution is evaluated through extensive experimental examination and statistical analysis. The following conclusions are made from the analysis: From the experimental analysis, it is known that, silicon grease coated bushings performs well compared to non-coated bushings. This is also proven by Weibull analysis. The silicon grease coated bushings have higher breakdown voltage under pollution. With the increase in pollution severity level, breakdown voltage of bushings is decreased. But in silicon grease coated bushings breakdown voltage are in acceptable range. Therefore it’s concluded that silicon grease coatings improve the performance of bushings under pollution environment.
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